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Abstraet--A mechanistic understanding of the failure of fuel pins in a Fast Reactor, in normal operation 
or in accident conditions, is very important in assessing safety. Progress in gaining such an understanding 
has been slow and greater emphasis has been placed on empirical failure rules. This paper presents a simple 
set of physical models describing the intergranular fracture of Fast Reactor irradiated stainless steel fuel 
pin cladding. The approach emphasizes the importance of both the nucleation and growth of intergranular 
cavities as well as the effects of helium bubble formation during irradiation. The models allow a unified 
theoretical approach to be taken in describing unirradiated, in-pile and post-irradiation creep rupture 
experiments, as well as Fuel Cladding Transient Tests (FCTT). 

Rrsum~-Pour mieux estimer la sfiret6 des rracteurs d neutrons rapides il est trrs important de comprendre 
au niveau mrcaniste la rupture des aiguilles combustibles en rrgime normal et au cas d'un accident. Les 
progrrs vers cet idral ont 6t6 peu rapides, et on a fait appel plut6t aux rrgles empiriques. Cet expos6 
prrsente un simple ensemble de modrles physiques drcrivant la rupture intergranulaire dans un acier 
inoxydable de gainage irradi6 dans un rracteur rapide. La mrthode fair ressortir le rrle de la germination 
et la croissance des cavitrs intergranulaires en plus des effets des bulles d'hrlium provenant de I'irradiation. 
Les modrles permettent un traitement throrique uniforme des essais de fluage faits avant, pendant ou aprrs 
une irradiation, et aussi des essais de gaines/t puissance transitoire. 

Zusammenfassung---Bei der Sicherheitsanalyse eines schnellen Reaktors hat die mechanistische Erkl/irung 
des Versagens der Brennst/ibe sowohl im Normalbetrieb als auch in St6rf/illen eine wichtige Rolle zu 
spielen. In dieser Richtung aber ist nur langsam fortgeschritten und man ist vielmehr auf empirische 
Regeln angewiesen, In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird eine einfache Sammlung physikalischer Modelle 
vorgestellt, die die Entwicklung des Korngrenzenbruches in Brennstabhfillen aus Edelstahl unter 
Bestrahlung in einem schnellen Reaktor beschreiben. Bei dieser Betrachtungsweise stehen nicht nur die 
Effekte der durch Bestrahlung erzeugten Heliumblasen sondern auch die Keimbildung und das Wachstum 
der intergranul/iren Hohlr/iumen im Vordergrund. Die Modelle gestatten eine einheitliche theoretische 
Betrachtung von Zeitstandversuchen wie sic vor, w/ihrend oder nach einer Reaktorbestrahlung ausgefiihrt 
werden sowie von Leistungstransiente-Versuchen an Brennstabhiillen. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

The material used to clad fuel pins in a nuclear reactor 
constitutes the primary barrier against the release of  
radioactive fission products from the core. In the 
unlikely event of  an accident which leads to cladding 
fracture, the location and timing of  the failure strongly 
affects the severity of  the incident, due to the associated 
fuel mot ion and core reactivity feedback effects. The 
fracture of  reactor cladding materials has therefore 
received a great deal of  experimental and theoretical 
investigation. Neutron irradiation usually leads to a 
marked loss in ductility compared to the unirradiated 
material, but experiments are difficult due to the 
radiation protection considerations and expense of  
facilities [1]. This paper describes a set of  simple 
models of  the physical processes underlying mechan- 
ical fracture of  cladding, which aim to interpret this 
hard-won data. The models are intended for use in 
computer  codes which describe fuel pin behaviour 
(such as T R A F I C  [2] and T R A N S U R A N U S  [3]) and 

codes which simulate whole core accidents (for in- 
stance EAC2 [4]). We have concentrated on fracture 
mechanisms in Fast  Reactor  irradiated fuel pins, but 
the mechanistic basis of  the models should allow 
extension to thermal reactors. 

Hitherto, pin failure modelling has relied largely on 
the use of  empirical rules to describe mechanical 
fracture [5, 6]. The plethora of  fracture rules, their 
mutual inconsistencies and limited ranges of  vali- 
dation, together with the lack of  identification of  
individual fracture mechanisms, have been seen as 
weaknesses. Thus there is strong motivat ion for 
developing mechanistic models. The models should 
be founded on a few physical mechanisms each 
dealing with specific fracture models. Failure in oper- 
ational conditions should be understood as well as in 
accident conditions and the models must be based on 
sets of  differential equations so that the time depen- 
dence is fully accounted for. 

Identifying the important  modes of  fracture pro- 
vides a considerable simplification [7]. Figure 1 is a 
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Fig. 1. Schematic failure mechanism map for 316 steel. 
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fracture map for the cladding material we concentrate 
on here, 20% cold worked AISI 316 steel, illustrating 
ranges of cladding temperature and stress conditions 
in which particular mechanisms are responsible for 
failure. The diagram is schematic: history dependence 
is ignored, failure times are not indicated and the 
boundaries between regions are uncertain. However, 
it serves to introduce the three main fracture mechan- 
isms we shall consider: 

1. I. Transgranular failure 

This mechanism breaks into two sub-types, chan- 
nel fracture and growth of intragranular cavities [8]. 
Both are ductile failure processes and are commonly 
seen in irradiated stainless steels tested at the lower 
end of the temperature range. In both mechanisms 
the failure is produced by local plastic flow and is 
characterised by a yield stress and a fixed stress limit, 
or ultimate tensile stress. 

1.2. Intergranular creep fracture 

In this mechanism grain boundary cracks are nu- 
cleated and grow during deformation. Helium gas, 
generated by (n, ~) reactions with certain constituents 
of the cladding, is thought to play a role but grain 
boundary cavities are not necessarily present. Once 
nucleated the cracks grow by interlinkage until a 
critical crack length is reached. No fixed stress limit 
is associated with this mechanism but failure is 
strongly correlated with creep strain. 

1.3. Grain boundary cavity growth 

For higher temperatures and lower stresses, grain 
boundary cavity growth becomes important. After 
irradiation, He gas provides bubbles as nuclei for the 
cavities, the bubbles have to be greater than a critical 
size for a given load to grow. No fixed stress limit 
applies. 

The main distinction between these failure modes 
is the relationship between the fracture surface and 
the grain structure. Our modelling of the transgranu- 

lar fracture mode is dealt with elsewhere [8, 9]: here 
we concentrate on the intergranular modes (ii) and 
(iii). We therefore confine ourselves to high tempera- 
ture rupture data where thermal creep is the main 
source of cladding deformation. We take a unified 
view that the two intergranular failure modes can be 
described in terms of the same underlying physics: the 
nucleation and growth of grain boundary deco- 
hesions driven by grain boundary sliding due to 
creep. The formation of cracks rather than cavities is 
determined by the pattern of nucleation on the grain 
boundaries. We will expand on these details later, but 
first, in Section 2, we examine the mechanisms of 
growth of cavities once they have been formed. In 
Section 3 the question of nucleation is dealt with, 
including the effects of helium bubbles on the grain 
boundaries, which are themselves considered at 
greater length in Section 4. Some example calcu- 
lations with the models are given in Section 5, and 
our conclusions appear in Section 6. The appendix 
provides a nomenclature. 

2. CAVITY GROWTH 

Cavity growth laws have been the subject of study 
for over 30 years now [10, 11]. The two basic growth 
processes correspond to the capture of grain bound- 
ary vacancies by diffusion, and the dilational growth 
of the cavities by plastic deformation of the surround- 
ing material. We shall briefly describe various growth 
laws corresponding to different extremes of con- 
ditions, and then discuss how they may be combined 
together. 

We describe cavity growth using a grain boundary 
areal damage fraction f [11]. This is defined as .,, 

a 2 

f = r-~ (1) 

where a is the radius of a cavity on the grain 
boundary, and r s is half the average cavity spacing. It 
is assumed that the cavities have circular projections 
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Fig. 2. Illustrating the lenticular geometry of many ob- 
served grain boundary cavities. 

onto the grain boundary, and are distributed uni- 
formly. The earliest growth law to be considered [12] 
involved grain boundary vacancy diffusion. The 
growth law is [13] 

2n3/26bDb~'~gC3/~(ff - -  27/r + p) [sin3~k 4 h i  

f k T f ' / ' [ l n ~ - ~ ( l - f ) ( 3  _ f ) ]  h--~--~ ~ - ]  
- ~ T - -  - - - -  - -  ( 2 )  

where ~k is the cavity apex half angle, r is the radius 
of curvature of the cavity surface and Fv r 3 defines the 
cavity volume (see Fig. 2). D b is the vacancy self 
diffusion coefficient in the grain boundary of width 
fib, D is the atomic volume, CBN the cavity density on 
the boundary, a the (long distance) applied tensile 
stress normal to the boundary, 7 the surface tension 
and p the cavity internal gas pressure. A creep strain 
rate associated with this form of cavity growth is 
given by 

2fl/2 f 
g d( --~--BN )1/2 (3) 

where d is the grain diameter. The extension of the 
specimen is due solely to the opening up of the grain 
boundary cavities and the ductility is consequently 
low. No thermal creep strain need take place for this 
growth mechanism to operate. 

Secondly, we consider cavity growth by creep 
deformation of the surrounding material. A number 
if growth laws have been suggested: the one we shall 
use is [11] 

1 (1 ""'~" [-sin3t# a n ]  
f = 0 . 6  O - f ) "  (4) 

where it is the thermal creep rate, with stress exponent 
m, which is usually in the range 3-5. The associated 
strain rate is 

1 1 sin3~O g = ( l q -  1.2fb'2 4re 

which is dominated by the thermal creep rate unless 
f approaches unity. Failure dominated by this mech- 
anism of cavity growth is therefore rather ductile, in 
contrast to the grain boundary diffusion mechanism. 

A third cavity growth mechanism operates when 
the grain boundary is decorated with precipitates: 
vacancy source control [14]. Growth is by diffusion, 
but the supply of vacancies is controlled by dislo- 
cation climb in the boundary, and is hence linked to 
the thermal creep rate 

f =  ~3/2 sin3~k C ~  2dt [1 - 27/__ra+p/a] m (6) 

6Fvf 'a [_ 1 - f  ] ' 

and there is an associated strain given approximately 
by 

2 /  f Xxl/2 

There are further mechanisms of cavity growth in 
the literature, but these three seem to be sufficient for 
cladding materials. An approximate description of 
the interaction between several mechanisms has been 
suggested by Beer~ [10], combining rates based on 
whether they are independent ("parallel" processes) 
or competing ("series"). Given the uncertainties in 
the individual mechanisms it is probably an adequate 
approximation. Fortunately, for the alloys of interest 
as cladding materials, it is the vacancy source control 
mechanism, equation (6), which controls growth in 
most circumstances. The time-to-fracture for creep- 
tested irradiated steel has been modelled with some 
success according to this mechanism [15] assuming a 
fixed number of growing cavities, and a simplified 
"growth impedance" network provides a good de- 
scription of the failure of cladding in Fuel Cladding 
Transient Tests (FCTT) [16]. The overall growth rate 
is given by 

/sc£. 
=JPG q - ~  (8) 

JSC +.lOB 

where fro,  fsc and fob are given by equations (4), (6) 
and (2) respectively. For simplicity, we ignore the 
effects of surface curvature (7/r term) and the internal 
gas pressure p. 

In addition, the nucleation of new cavities may be 
an important mechanism for damage growth [17]. 
The damage evolution equation would be 

f =  ~a2~,BN =fCRN 
CB N . (9) 

The areal damage contribution from a freshly nucle- 
ated cavity is very small though, and this contribution 
t o f  would only be important if there were an intense 
burst of nucleation. Nevertheless, the evolution of the 
cavity density CBN is important because the vacancy 
source control and grain boundary diffusion mechan- 
isms both depend on this quantity. The evolution 
takes place either through fresh nucleation, or 
through the coalescence of growing cavities. If nucle- 

~NUC then the two processes ation occurs with rate '~BN 
give [18] 

CBN r~Nuc 2CBNf. (10) 

We now consider the process of cavity nucleation. 

3. GRAIN BOUNDARY CAVITY NUCLEATION 

Cavities usually form on the grain boundary by 
a vacancy condensation mechanism. Sufficient 
vacancies must combine by thermal fluctuation to 
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overcome a Gibbs free energy activation barrier 
consisting of surface and volume terms [19] 

AG = (3r27 - r3o)Fv. (11) 

For realistic values of surface energies and stresses, 
the activation energy 

AGc = 473Fv/tr 2 (12) 

is unattainable at reasonable temperatures unless Fv 
is very small or o very large [19]. The same con- 
clusions hold for cavities nucleated on precipitate 
surfaces. The implication is that nucleation occurs 
only when the stress is concentrated, for example by 
grain boundary sliding or at geometrical defects. 
Quite sophisticated models and calculations have 
been presented attempting to couple the nucleation 
process to a stress pulse [20-22]. The predictive value 
of such models is limited, however, by a lack of 
knowledge of the frequency and magnitude of sliding 
events, and a simpler model will be discussed shortly. 
First, though, let us see how gas in the cavity can 
assist nucleation. This will be useful in the next 
section where the effect of helium is considered. With 
a constant gas pressure p inside the cavity the barrier 
becomes 

AG = [3r27 - r3(o +p)]F, .  (13) 

One approach [23] is to assume p is kept constant as 
the cavity size fluctuates. The new barrier height is 
given by equation (12) with o replaced by (o +p) .  An 
alternative is to fix n, the number of gas atoms in the 
cavity. Assuming ideal gas properties, AG becomes 

AG = (3r27 - -  r3tr)Fv - 3nkT ln(r/ro) (14) 

where r0 is a constant. The gas stabilises small cavities 
which would otherwise be unstable. The stable radius 
is given by r = 27/p, in the absence of an external 
stress. Non-ideal gas properties [24] are ignored here. 

A simple model of cavity nucleation can be con- 
structed based on the experimental observation that 
the nucleation rate is linearly proportional to the 
thermal creep rate [25] 

~NUC K~ t (15)  BN 

where K is a constant. With cavity growth controlled 
by the source control of vacancies mechanism, we 
have, (ignoring the (1 _ f ) - m  factor which is rela- 
tively unimportant for most of the lifetime) 

.4/"1/2 ,~ 

f l/2 (16) 

where A =n3/2sina~2/(6F~). Using CBs=Ki t t ,  i.e. 
neglecting coalescence in equation (10), we obtain an 
approximate result for the failure strain in a constant 
creep rate test 

_/~ 1+~  
Ef = ~tR - A2/3K1/3 (17) 

where tR is the rupture time andff the failure damage 
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Fig. 3. Compilation of data from Dyson, showing cavity 
nucleation rate per unit strain against failure strain. 

fraction. A failure strain independent of stress and 
temperature is in agreement with the Monkman- 
Grant law [26]. This would also have been obtained 
had CBN been a constant during the test. However, 
continuous nucleation produces a failure strain which 
depends on the basic parameters of both the growth 
mechanism (A) and the nucleation process (K). K has 
been estimated for various materials in Ref. [25]. The 
data shown in Fig. 3 follow a Efoc K -1/3 correlation 
in agreement with equation (17). 

Samples of unirradiated 20% cw AISI 316 stainless 
steel generally have creep rupture strains of about 
2-5%, depending on cast, and this allows K to be 
estimated to be about 2 x 1013 m -2 for this material. 
The growth parameter A can then be estimated from 
equation (17). This involves the cavity apex semi- 
angle ~b which is commonly observed to be about 15 ° 
[27]. Using this value, we can obtain reasonable 
failure strains for this steel using a dislocation climb 
distance, 2, equal to 3#m. Unfortunately, exper- 
imental scatter makes the fitting procedure difficult. 
Indeed this underlines the need to use simple models 
with as few parameters as possible in describing 
failure. For particular casts more careful assignment 
of values to ~, 2 and K should be made. 

The above model described the nucleation of grain 
boundary damage in the form of both cavities and 
cracks. It has been recognised that the two nucleation 
processes should be treated similarly [28]. Nucleation 
is concentrated in zones where grain boundary sliding 
is greatest, such as boundaries parallel to the direc- 
tion of applied stress, and triple-point junctions. 
Those cavities on the boundaries parallel to the stress 
axis will not grow very quickly, however, since a 
stress component normal to the boundary is needed. 
Therefore, in the absence of precipitates, defor- 
mation-driven nucleation produces cavities growing 
largely around triple points. Their growth and co- 
alescence produces wedge-like cracks. In a high tem- 
perature material subject to creep, this mechanism for 
the formation of wedge cracks would seem to be more 
suitable than the Stroh condition derived for a brittle 
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substance [29]. Where grain boundaries contain pre- 
cipitates, however, there are further potential nucle- 
ation sites for cavities. These would be more 
uniformly distributed, though those that grow ap- 
preciably will be located on boundaries perpendicular 
to the applied stress. Hence a cavity mode of damage 
develops. We shall consider the subsequent growth of 
crack and cavity damage using the same rate ex- 
pressions though specific crack growth models have 
been formulated [30, 31]. To a geometrical constant, 
damage evolution by the main mechanism, vacancy 
source control, is the same in each mode [32]. 

The development so far has dealt entirely with the 
case of unirradiated material. However, a simple 
extension can be made which can begin to take into 
account the embrittling effect of irradiation. A link 
has often been drawn between this phenomenon and 
the formation of tiny helium-filled bubbles on the 
grain boundary. This gas is generated by (n, ~t) 
reactions with isotopes in the cladding, mainly S*Ni 
and ~°B, [33]. Usually, these bubbles are too small to 
contribute to grain boundary damage, or to grow (the 
Hyam-Sumner instability [34]) at stresses where em- 
brittlement is observed. We draw an important dis- 
tinction, therefore, between bubbles and cavities: the 
latter are above a certain critical size and are able to 
grow. The bubbles, however, may act as nucleation 
sites for cavities, driven by grain boundary sliding, in 
a manner equivalent to the role played by precipi- 
tates. Indeed, we saw earlier that the presence of gas 
stabilises sub-critical cavities and reduces the nucle- 
ation barrier. 

The enhancement in nucleation rate ought to de- 
pend on the bubble size and gas content, but to 
simplify matters we ignore this and write 

~,Nuc Ko(cp + Ca)gt (18) BN 
where Ca is the helium bubble density on the bound- 
ary, cp the density of other potential nucleation sites 
and K0 a constant. From equations (17) and (18) we 
see that the reduction in creep failure strain after 
irradiation is given approximately by 

E~rrad = ( Cp "~1/3 
\ ~ ]  . (19) 

assuming CB is a constant. In the next section we 
construct a model for helium bubble nucleation 
which will close our set of equations. 

4. HELIUM BUBBLE NUCLEATION 

We shall concentrate our attention upon exper- 
iments conducted under neutron irradiation con- 
ditions, as opposed to He-implantation experiments 
where the helium generation rates are many orders of 
magnitude greater than those encountered in reactor 
conditions (e.g. [35-38]). We consider bubble for- 
mation to be a homogeneous nucleation process 
characterised by a critical cluster size and an acti- 
vation barrier. The following simple equations 

describe the evolution of c, the density of monomeric 
He on the boundary, and CB, the bubble density 

= JH, - nDCac - nDcc* (20) 

~B = nDcc* (21) 

where D is the He grain boundary diffusivity and c* 
is the density of critical size He clusters, represented 
by 

c* = c e x p ( - G H e / k T )  (22) 

where Gne is the bubble nucleation activation energy. 
Equation (20) specifies a helium source JHo and sinks 
comprising capture by existing bubbles [39] and 
homogeneous nucleation [40], respectively. The latter 
is of negligible importance in equation (20), so we 
have, for steady state conditions 

JHe = nDCBc (23) 

t~ B = J~e exp ( -  GMJkT ) 
nDC~ (24) 

which at constant temperature integrates to 

Ca = (3J~¢ t e x p ( -  GH,/kT)~,,,3 
(2a + 1)riD / (25) 

where a time dependence JH, = Jo ts has been as- 
sumed. We can test the theory now using bubble 
spacing measurements [41] for an austenitic steel after 
thermal neutron irradiation. The average bubble 
separation is 

2 
2r s = ~ = 

2 (  _(2_~ ~ 1)D .'~,,6 
\ 3 n 2 j 2  t e x p ( _ G n , / k T ) ]  ~ J H  l'a. (26) 

Under thermal neutron irradiation, JHe is pro- 
portional tofB, the initial I°B content of the steel [33], 
so we plot the ratios of cavity spacings against fB in 
Figure 4. The data support the j~ct/3 dependence of 
equation (26), rather than the j~ /4  prediction of 
Ref. [42]. 
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Fig. 4. Dependence of helium bubble spacing on t°B content 
of irradiated austenitic steels. 
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To proceed further we assume that in-pile creep 
rupture lifetimes at low stresses are dominated by the 
time required for bubbles to grow to the Hyam- 
Sumner bubble instability, also known as spon- 
taneous cavity nucleation from bubbles [43], or gas- 
driven rupture [44]. This idea has been developed 
previously [44] in order to account for the difference 
in behaviour between equivalent creep rupture tests 
in and out of pile. The instability requires sufficient 
gas in each bubble to eliminate the activation barrier 
AG~. From equation (14) the number of He atoms per 
bubble, n, needs to reach a critical value 

32F~By 3 Q 
n * . . . .  (27) 

27kTtr2 - tr2 

using ideal gas properties. F~B is the bubble volume 
factor, analogous to Fv. The time to rupture tR can 
then be found from 

n*=ji 'Rjmdt /CB=(3 (2°t+l)rcDJ°exp( -- GaJkT)]~I/3 

/~{ +2)/3 Q 
x - -  = - -  (28) 

~ t+ l  tr 2' 
Hence 

1 
tR = [(~t + I)Q] 3/(2+~) tr6/(2+, ) 

x (3 ~exp(~-~GHe/kT)~ t/~2+.,] ~). (29) 

The gas flux to the grain boundary may be modelled 
assuming an idealised spherical grain with uniform 
internal He generation 

4 P Jae = ~ - ~  (Ogt) 1/2 = Jot 1/2. (30) 

With ~t = 1/2 equation (29) gives t R oc tr-24. Exper- 
imentally [45], in-pile rupture times are characterised 
by a stress exponent of -2 .5 ,  in agreement with this 
model. Equation (30) is the solution, for constant P, 
of the equation 

Ocg 1 O /D 2 Ocg \ P 
•t R2OR~ sR g 'R)  = ~ (31) 

where cg is the intragranular He concentration and R 
is radial distance in the grain. The boundary con- 
dition used is cg(R = d/2)= 0 where d is the grain 
diameter, f~ is the atomic volume, P the He gener- 
ation rate in atoms/atom/s and Dg is the matrix 
helium diffusivity. This latter 
measured experimentally 

Dg 
6.3 x 10 -7 exp ( -  9391/T). 

0.9 x 10-4exp(-33620/T), 

quantity has been 

T/> 750°C [46] 

T ~< 750°C [47]. 

(32) 

Experimentally, the activation temperature for in-pile 
rupture times of several cladding materials is about 

33040K[45,48]. Using equation (29) with • = 1/2 
and Dg for T ~< 750°C we can deduce that 

D ocexp(-65855/T)exp(-Gne/kT) (33) 

and substituting into equation (25) we find that the 
bubble density Ca has a temperature dependence 
proportional to exp(10783/T). Measurements of CB 
[35] indeed show a low sensitivity to temperature. The 
high activation temperature in equation (33) deserves 
some comment. The migration mechanism may be 
controlled by He trapping at strong-binding sites on 
the grain boundary. The grain boundary diffusivity 
has not been measured for He in steels, however, so 
we cannot test this prediction. We assume that 
equation (33) holds for all temperatures. 

Our model now produces the correct temperature 
and stress dependence of the in-pile rupture times 

tR = toa-2"4 exp(33043/T). (34) 

The constant to is found by fitting equation (25) to 
bubble density data for 2 ppm l°B steel irradiated at 
650°C [41]. The observed bubble spacing of 0.53/~m 
is obtained with 

D = 7.175 x 10:3Dg exp ( -  32232/T) 

x exp(-Gne/kT) (35) 

so using 7 = 2 J m - 2 -  P = 3 x 1 0 - 1 3 s  -1, f~= 
8 x  10-3°m 3, T=650°C  in equation (29) we get 
to= 1.75 x l011 F ~ :  Equation (25) then gives, for 
tr = 100 MPa and T = 650°C, a rupture time tR = 
1.083 X l04 F~v~ h. The experimental rupture time for 
an austenitic steel under these conditions is 
5.5 x l03 h [45], so we conclude that FvB = 0.57 and 
~k B = 47 °, which is an acceptable bubble apex half 
angle, and t o = 8.9 x 101%. Now we have 

C B = 1.44 x 10 -8 (Pt/f~) 2/3 exp(10783/T) 

= 3.6 x l07 exp(10783/T)H 2/3 m -2 (36) 

where H = Pt  is the total fractional helium implan- 
tation in appm. 

The fractional grain boundary area occupied by the 
bubbles is given by f =  ~zr:C B sinEl~B . Assuming the 
bubbles are in equilibrium we have 

27 nk T 
r FvBr 3 (37) 

where, again, ideal gas properties are assumed. Hence 

nkT sin2~/a nCB = zrkT sin2ffB f 
f = 2Fvsy 2FvB7 JH~ dt (38) 

f ~ 1.81 x 10-2T e x p ( -  16812/T)(H/appm)t 1/2. 
(39) 

At 650°C, and with 13 appm of generated He after 
1 year in a fast reactor, this gives f ~  0.016. This 
would be a starting condition for the growth law 
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Fig. 5. Unirradiated creep rupture times: Dorn parameter against stress. 

equation (8), assuming the stress became high enough 
to destabilise the whole of the population of bubbles. 
The projected bubble radius in the grain boundary is 

a = 1.27 × 10 -5 T 1:2 

× e x p ( -  13798/T)(H/appm) 1:6 t 1'4 m (40) 

which is about 14nm for the example given. The 
evolving Hyam-Sumner stress ac above which 
bubbles become unstable can then be written [42] 

47 sin ~O a 
(41) tr c - 3x/~ a 

5. CALCULATIONS OF RUPTURE TIMES 

We now have all the equations describing inter- 
granular rupture: cavity nucleation [equation (18)], 
growth [equation (8)] and coalescence [equation (10)] 
and bubble nucleation [equations (20,21,31)]. In 
addition spontaneous cavity nucleation from bubbles 
is modelled by monitoring the gas content of each 
bubble. There remain the initial conditions, which 
fortunately turn out not to be important. We use an 
initial damage fraction of 10 5 and an initial cavity 
density of 5 x 109 m -2. Comparison with experiment 
is then possible by specifying the creep rate it and the 
He generation rate P. The fully time-dependent 
theory covers three classes of creep rupture exper- 
iments: unirradiated, in-pile and post-irradiation 
creep tests. 

We are primarily interested in 20% cw AISI 316 
steel, for which we use a creep rate for T > 600°C 
given in s 1 by 

gt = 3.3 x 105(1 + 6.2 × 10 5/0.75) 

× exp(-54241/T)(a/MPa) 5. (42) 

The time-dependent acceleration term represents the 
slow recrystallisation of the cold worked material at 
high temperature [48]. The following comparisons 
with experiment all refer to this material. Using 

parameters defined earlier we can calculate a time-to- 
rupture, which occurs when the damage exceeds a 
failure fraction ff. The damage rate accelerates when 
fbecomes large, so the results are not too sensitive to 
this threshold: we use fr--0.6.  Calculated unirradi- 
ated times-to-rupture at various temperatures and 
stresses are given in Fig. 5 in the form of the Dorn 
parameter defined by O=tRexp ( - -QR/T )  with 
QR = 33,043K. Experimental data from Ref. [49] lie 
on a single line with this value of QR, the trend of 
which is shown. The calculations show a temperature 
dependence in agreement with the data which can be 
demonstrated analytically. With suitable approxi- 
mations it can be shown that, for low stress tests 

tR ~ a .-20~7 exp[4Qc/(7T)] (43) 

where Qc is the creep activation temperature in 
equation (42). This gives a QR of 30,995K which is 
close to the experimental value. For higher stresses, 
we have tR oc a-5 exp(Qc/T). This behaviour would 
apply for all stresses if the creep rate gt were given by 
the more standard time-independent form. 

We next simulate in-pile creep tests. We again use 
a He generation rate of 13 appm/year. The calculated 
times-to-rupture are given in Fig. 6, this time in terms 
of a Larson-Miller parameter, defined as [50] 

LMP = T(13.5 + log10 tR) (44) 

where tR is in hours. Unirradiated and in-pile rupture 
results are given in Fig. 6 to illustrate the reduced 
lifetime (and ductility) of the material tested in-reac- 
tor. Fits to the parameters Cp and K0:of2 x 10 ~1 m -2 
and 100 were used, respectively. At low stresses, the 
failure times are dominated by the time to nucleate 
cavities from He bubbles, and so they follow a ~r 24 
dependence. 

The third class of test involves irradiation followed 
by an out-of-pile creep test outside the reactor, 
Figure 7 shows the trend of times-to-rupture com- 
pared with experimental data [51]. Also shown are the 
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Fig. 6. In-pile and unirradiated creep rupture times: Larson-Miller parameter against stress. 

unirradiated rupture times; calculated and exper- 
imental. The irradiated materials were injected with 
He at 650°C and 13 appm/year for periods of about 
six months and one year. The embrittlement of the 
material is more extreme at stresses higher than about 
80MPa, which is the calculated value of the 
Hyam-Sumner stress after such an irradiation. The 
data shown illustrate cast-to-cast variability. 

Finally, we examine Fuel Cladding Transient tests 
(FCTT). Here, the stress is kept constant but the 
temperature is ramped to cause fracture at a failure 
temperature. Some comparisons between calculations 
and experiments [52] are given in Fig. 8, showing 
good agreement. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Reactor pin cladding failure experiments have gen- 
erally been interpreted using empirical rules. This 
work has sought to strengthen our understanding of 

fracture process by developing theories of the under- 
lying physics. This has involved the formulation of 
simple equations which provide analytical ex- 
pressions for failure characteristics, and which can be 
solved numerically for varying conditions, an aspect 
which has been missing in the past [53, 54]. 

The failure mechanism we have considered here is 
the intergranular mechanical rupture mode. The 
transgranular mode has been developed in parallel 
and is described elsewhere [9]. Both models are 
included in a computer program CITRUS (Cladding 
Intergranular and Transgranular RUpture Subrou- 
tine) which has been included in the TRAFIC and 
TRANSURANUS fuel pin behaviour codes. The 
complexity of the fracture process has required an 
appeal to experiment to fix parameters. The observed 
unirradiated failure strains fix the nucleation rate 
parameters and the dislocation climb distance. Exper- 
imental helium bubble densities and low stress in-pile 
rupture times fix the form of the grain boundary 
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Fig. 7. Post irradiation creep rupture times. 
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helium diffusivity. Finally, the initial density of po- 
tential cavity nucleation sites Cp is set by considering 
the ductility loss due to irradiation. The unknown 
parameters are therefore chosen using quite different 
sets of experimental data, and the models can then be 
tested against a large body of experiments: creep 
rupture tests on unirradiated and irradiated material, 
both inside and outside a reactor, as well as FCTT 
tests. 

We have modelled in detail the nucleation of 
helium bubbles on grain boundaries. This gives rise 
to the phenomenon of helium embrittlement, which, 
in our model, is due to the enhancement of the 
nucleation rate of grain boundary cavities. It is 
important to distinguish bubbles, which is terms of 
grain boundary damage are essentially benign, from 
cavities, which have overcome an energy barrier and 
are free to grow by vacancy absorption. The bubble 
nucleation problem is modelled by a homogeneous 
nucleation theory involving the diffusion of helium 
into the grain boundaries to nucleate bubbles or to be 
absorbed by existing bubbles. The model takes 
bubble nucleation to be a continuous process 
throughout irradiation. Similarly, cavity nucleation is 
continuous, and is proportional to the creep rate. No 
attempt is made to model the underlying vacancy 
condensation in cavity nucleation, in a manner simi- 
lar to the homogeneous nucleation model applied to 
bubble formation, since the phenomenon is much 
more stress-dependent, and controlled by ill-defined 
sliding occurring on the grain boundary. The bubble 
nucleation problem would seem to be helium supply 
controlled. However, one mechanism for cavity nu- 
cleation is modelled microscopically: spontaneous 
nucleation from bubbles when the Hyam-Sumner 
stress is exceeded. Once nucleated, either at an intrin- 
sic potential nucleation site, such as a triple point or 
precipitate, or at a bubble, a cavity grows and 

damages the load-bearing strength of the boundary. 
Fracture occurs at a critical fractional areal damage. 

The theories of nucleation and growth take into 
account the phenomenology of intergranular fracture 
and account for a number of experimental trends. 
Amongst these are the ~°B dependence of bubble 
densities in irradiated steels, the formation of wedge 
cracks at triple points and cavities on boundaries 
perpendicular to the stress, and the stress dependence 
of in-pile rupture times. We also gain insight into the 
Darn and Larson-Miller parameter life fraction ap- 
proaches. 

The enhancement of the cavity nucleation rate due 
to the presence of helium bubbles is the most novel 
aspect of this work. It is based on a simplified picture: 
that the nucleation is proportional to the number of 
potential cavity sites available, for a given increment 
of grain boundary deformation, and that a helium 
bubble is such a site, independent of its size. This 
latter point is a gross simplification: small bubbles are 
less effective than larger ones, but the formulation has 
an appealing simplicity and allows some analytical 
results to be derived. Moreover, the data are not 
inconsistent with the approximation. 
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A P P E N D I X  

Nomenclature 
a = cavity radius projected onto boundary 
c = grain boundary helium density 

c* = grain boundary critical helium cluster density 
cg = intragranular helium density 
Cp = grain boundary precipitate density 

C B = grain boundary bubble density 
CBr~ = grain boundary cavity density 

d = grain diameter 
D = grain boundary helium diffusivity 

Db = grain boundary vacancy self diffusion coefficient 
D 8 = intragranular helium diffusivity 
f = grain boundary areal damage fraction 

fa = fractional l°B content 
Fv = cavity volume factor 

FvB = bubble volume factor 
GHE = activation energy for bubble formation 

H = total generated helium 
JHE = helium flux to grain boundary 

k = Boltzmann's constant 
K = cavity nucleation rate per unit creep rate 

LMP = Larson-Miller parameter 
m = stress exponent in creep rate 
n = number of helium atoms per bubble 

n* = critical n for Hyam-Sumner instability 
p = gas pressure in bubble-cavity 
P = helium generation rate 
r = radius of curvature of bubble-cavity surface 
r s = bubble/cavity separation on grain boundary 
R = radial coordinate in grain 
t R = time to rupture 
T = temperature 
~t = time exponent in JHe 
7 = surface tension 

6 b = thickness of grain boundary 
it = thermal creep rate 

= strain rate 
Ef = failure strain (ductility) 
2 = dislocation climb distance 
~b = cavity apex half-angle 

¢'B = bubble apex half-angle 
o" = stress 
0 = Dorn parameter 
fl = lattice atomic volume 


